
Brand and Identity
Guidelines



Using this Brand Guide

This brand and style guide is designed to illustrate the basic requirements 
for appropriate usage of Tioga Town Center’s logo and design elements in a 
variety of mediums. All client acquisition and retention materials, marketing 
materials, publications, event collateral and electronic media should reflect 
the Tioga Town Center brand. This guide serves as an aid for third parties 
such as designers, agencies, printers, specialty companies and others 
producing communication materials for Tioga Town Center.



About our Identity

Tioga Town Center is an award-winning mixed-use development in one of 
Gainesville, Florida’s most consistently growing areas. The goal of Tioga Town 
Center is to merge big city feel with that small town charm, providing the very 
best of amenities across a wide array of services. This is a place where you 
can live, shop, work, dine and entertain without ever leaving the central area. 
Whether you have a doctor’s appointment or simply want to grab a cup of 
coffee, Town of Tioga has it all in one location. Continually working to provide 
outstanding quality in design and construction, the center presently includes 
a 21-Acre mixed-use town center, 80,000 sq ft of retail and office space, 
and The Flats, 40 units of fully leased luxury residential space. Tioga Town 
Center is also the gateway to the Town of Tioga, a 500-acre master-planned 
community, which is the fasted growing area in Alachua County. Community 
continues to be the brand identity.



Logo Use Overview

All print, online, marketing and collateral communications should clearly be 
identified as originating from Tioga Town Center through the use of the logo, 
typography, and colors. On brochures, post cards, direct mail, newsletters and 
other printed pieces, an official logo must appear on the outside of the piece, 
either front or back.

Color Palette

Our primary colors: yellow, black and light blue provide a powerful visual link 
to the brand’s aesthetic appeal. The yellow text on the bold, black background 
works to highlight the main text, the title: “Tioga Town Center”. The light blue 
border enclosing the text and black background provides a visual connection 
to the light yellow color used for the main text. Thus, the colors work in sync and 
do not compete for visual dominancy.

Visual Elements

The logo consists of highlighting a single core element: the main yellow text. 
The use of the blue border around the text centers the visual attention, keeping 
everything confined to one space. The blue border also works to subtly suggest 
Tioga Town Center’s sense of community, implying that just as the visual border 
contains the main text, the physical space of Tioga Town Center  “has it all” 
inside. The logo can be used as a solid square shape and/or expanded to 
rectangular shape. 

The logo is a unique piece of artwork. The proportion and arrangement of the 
symbol and word mark have been specifically determined.

The logo should never be typeset, recreated or altered, which could cause 
inconsistencies that dilute the impact of the brand’s power. 





Minimum Size

The Tioga Town Center logo retains its visual strength in a wide range of 
sizes. However, when the logo is reproduced in print too small, it is no longer 
legible and its impact is diminished. The minimum size of the logo for print is 
determined by the width of the Tioga Town Center wordmark, which should 
not be reproduced in a size smaller than 2” in width for the preferred logo as 
illustrated.

1” 2”

0.85” 0.9”

Blue  CMYK RGB
 C: 61 R: 103
 M: 31 G: 153
 Y: 3 B: 203
 K: 18
 
 HEX: 6799cb

Black  CMYK RGB
 C: 0 R: 0 
 M: 0 G: 0
 Y: 0 B: 0
 K: 100

 HEX: 000000

Yellow  CMYK RGB
 C: 3 R: 25
 M: 0 G: 244
 Y: 49 B: 155
 K: 0
 
 HEX: fbf49b



What Not To Do 

The following examples show things you should NOT DO with the logo 

and brand.

• Never scale the logo disproportionally horizontally or vertically, unless it is 

the horizontal shape given.  

• Do not change the color palette of the main text and/or the black 

background, or blue border.

• Do not change the typeface, The logo, although based on a distinct 

typeface, has been customized and handset. 

• Do not attempt to recreate the type symbol. 

• Do not alter the color or use an outline of the logo.

• Do not screen back the logo.

• Do not blur, skew or distort the logo.

• Do not apply effect, including drop shadow or glow

• Do not create a gradient for the text or image

• Do not rotate or angle the text images.

• Do not alter the positioning of the text (when used consistently the text 

should appear in the center of the logo)



Never change the typeface

Never add effects to the logo

Never crop the logo

Never place the logo on 
a busy  photograph

Never place the logo on an angle

These restrictions apply to both 
formats of the logo

Never outline the logo

Never scale the logo disproportionally 
horizontally or vertically

Do not change the colors of the logo Do not place the logo on a busy background



Clear Space

To maintain the legibility of the logo, clear space equivalent to the 
height and width of the space in the middle of the logo, should be left 
around the logo.

Electronic Files

Tioga Town Center’s logo files can be accessed on the Tioga Town Center’s 
website at www.tiogatowncenter.com/identity


